UNIVERSITY OF ST.GALLEN (HSG)

“The University of St.Gallen (HSG) is Switzerland’s leading business university.
Internationality, practical relevance and an integrative focus have distinguished the HSG’s
programs since its inception in 1898. Today, more than 8,200 students from 80 countries
are enrolled in business administration, economics, law, social sciences and international
affairs. HSG is consistently recognized as one of Europe’s leading business schools.
Each semester the University of St.Gallen issues around 7,000 grade notifications and
1,000 grade transcripts on paper. Currently Crystal-Report (in versions 8.5 and 9) is
available for this. In a very cumbersome process, outputs from the reports were split and
stored in electronic student files. From now on this process should also be electronic. For
this purpose the Crystal output must be stored in student files promptly and on time. So
the big output PDFs must be split to individual students. PDF-eXPLODE offers an
excellent solution for this:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install PDF-eXPLODE (one-off, around one hour)
Put the necessary tag as a field in the reports (around five minutes)
Use it! Files are moved to the software (window) with drag & drop.
No prior experience, but a few thousand split PDFs can be produced in an hour.

Therefore each semester we will save ourselves several days’ work! The support is
excellent. The software was installed and configured on my computer via a remote
software which is already on the support site. The whole process was demonstrated on a
report after the installation. Questions by email are mostly answered within a matter of
hours or even minutes, despite the considerable time difference.

So far we have been entirely satisfied with the product and the support! ”
Jürg Kapferer
IT-Department, Service Operation
www.unisg.ch

University of St.Gallen (HSG)
Dufourstrasse 50 CH-9000 St.Gallen, SWITZERLAND

ST ALBANS SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, DC USA

e-merge,

an email delivery tool from the 3000AD development house,

works in tandem with PDF-eXPLODE to turn our data into actionable e-mails.
We stumbled onto e-merge after using PDF-eXPLODE to electronically
deliver our documents. With the ever-increasing volume of e-mail, we
noticed people not “clicking-through” to open attached PDFs. e-merge solved that by putting
key data elements from the PDF directly in the body of the e-mail. Now, we can send everything
from volunteer assignments to alumni class giving reports with meaningful data inside each email.
Each recipient can click on relevant data elements directly when reading on mobile devices. The
attached PDF now serves as a more detailed backup report that can be accessed later if needed.
E-merge turned our two-day, 10 hour volunteer reporting process into a 5 minute task.
The greatest technical element of e-merge is that it is database agnostic. It doesn’t matter if you
are using Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Oracle, Blackbaud CRM, Raiser’s Edge, Filemaker,
or a custom version of Access. e-merge can configure everything through Microsoft Excel (or
Windows ODBC), create data connections, run SQL and output in HTML without the user needing
to write any code.

When used in tandem with PDF-explode, you get all the benefits of e-document delivery plus the
ability to personalize each e-mail with multiple, relevant data points.
If you need a way to automatically deliver data to key contacts, e-merge truly just works. Once
you take the time to setup your e-merge templates, all you have to do is refresh your data,
preview your email, and click send.

Graham Getty
Director, Development Information Systems
St. Albans School, Washington, DC USA
14 October 2015

SOLANO COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CALIFORNIA, USA
“I have been using PDF-Explode for over 3 years now and it has become a fundamental part of our
reporting workflow. Without it, reports written in Crystal Reports or even MS Access tended to
have a focus at the institutional level, or, if we did go into detail we were ending up with reports
that were thousands of pages long. With PDF-Explode we have completely changed how we
process and deliver information in a more focused way.
We can now produce reports at the Division or Course level, have PDF Explode produce the
thousands of individual reports and email them out to the relevant instructor all in a few clicks.
The ease at which this is achieved has radically changed our workflow and what we can do in
terms of reporting. We no longer think of reporting in the aggregate, but now design reports at
multiple levels and make sure each recipient receives the data and information that is relevant to
them only, decreasing ‘information overload’. It is as simple as adding some tags to the page
header and pressing print, and we produce and distribute a complete library of individualized data.
The support has been excellent, quick to respond and thorough. I could not imagine effective
report preparation and distribution without PDF-Explode.”

Peter Cammish

Dean, Research, Planning and Effectiveness
17 August 2017
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